There are a few things that might explain what you’ve experienced. Our best guess for the biggest factor among them? Time. Chances are, if you felt OK and avoided getting sick on the nights you happened to drink more, you probably did a good job of spacing those drinks out over a longer period of time. While theories on alcohol abound, the thing that gets most people sick is simply too much alcohol, too fast.

What you’re drinking can also make a difference. Even though a standard shot of hard alcohol (around 1 oz. of 40% alcohol) is roughly equivalent to 12 oz. of 4% beer, the difference is the time it takes to drink them. Because shots go down quickly and hit your system that much faster, it’s easy to overindulge. By contrast, enjoying a beer or mixed drink takes more time and allows you to pace your consumption.

Last but not least, whether you drink on an empty or full stomach can also affect how you feel and how rapidly your blood alcohol concentration (BAC) rises, since food in your stomach slows the absorption of alcohol into your bloodstream. As a result, having a meal before a night out is a good way to keep your social buzz longer. On the other hand, drinking on empty can cause your BAC to spike, which usually results in drinking more along the way. And it’s no surprise that those higher BACs tend to be accompanied by things like throwing up, blacking out, run-ins with law enforcement, and an assortment of other not-so-fun experiences.

The good news is that by drinking less, spacing out your drinks, dodging the hard stuff, and eating food before you party, you can avoid the less enjoyable aspects of alcohol in the first place.

Q: Why is it that some nights I can drink a lot of alcohol and be okay and other nights, I have a few and I get sick?

A: There are a few things that might explain what you’ve experienced. Our best guess for the biggest factor among them? Time. Chances are, if you felt OK and avoided getting sick on the nights you happened to drink more, you probably did a good job of spacing those drinks out over a longer period of time. While theories on alcohol abound, the thing that gets most people sick is simply too much alcohol, too fast.

What you’re drinking can also make a difference. Even though a standard shot of hard alcohol (around 1 oz. of 40% alcohol) is roughly equivalent to 12 oz. of 4% beer, the difference is the time it takes to drink them. Because shots go down quickly and hit your system that much faster, it’s easy to overindulge. By contrast, enjoying a beer or mixed drink takes more time and allows you to pace your consumption.

Last but not least, whether you drink on an empty or full stomach can also affect how you feel and how rapidly your blood alcohol concentration (BAC) rises, since food in your stomach slows the absorption of alcohol into your bloodstream. As a result, having a meal before a night out is a good way to keep your social buzz longer. On the other hand, drinking on empty can cause your BAC to spike, which usually results in drinking more along the way. And it’s no surprise that those higher BACs tend to be accompanied by things like throwing up, blacking out, run-ins with law enforcement, and an assortment of other not-so-fun experiences.

The good news is that by drinking less, spacing out your drinks, dodging the hard stuff, and eating food before you party, you can avoid the less enjoyable aspects of alcohol in the first place.